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ABSTRACT : Periodic monitoring  of reservoir pressure  has got  prime importance in any reservoir management programme.
Apart from being critical reservoir simulation input, the layer wise pressure data can be utilized to optimize production from
individual wells. This data can further be applied to redesign or modify existing water flooding operations in order to control
reservoir dynamics for achieving maximum ultimate recovery. Step Rate Test (SRT) helps in determining layerwise pressures in
commingled flow. Methodology adopted is to measure Flowing Bottom Hole Pressure (FBHP) as a function of varying choke size
by using conventional Production Logging Tool (PLT) sensors and then analyzing the data for obtaining layerwise pressures.  Step
Rate Test (SRT) has been recently conducted in an injector  well of Mumbai High South. Analysis of SRT data has yielded the
pressure  as well as injectivity index  of  individual  perforated layers.

INTRODUCTION

The Mumbai High structure is N-NW to S-SE trending
doubly plunging anticline with a faulted eastern unit.  Several
oil and gas bearing layers have been identified in this field.
Out of  these, L-III is the most prolific unit in terms of
accumulation of hydrocarbons. Deposited in the mid-miocene
period in a shallow marine environment, this reservoir is
essentially composed of limestone layers separated by thin
shale / marl or shales/marls sections.  They divide L-III reservoir
into a number of sub-layers  which are termed (from top to
bottom) as A1, A2, B, C, D and E.  Several thin shale / marls
sections further sub-divide A 2 into seven sub-layers (A2-I
through A2-VII).

Most of the wells drilled for exploitation of
hydrocarbons  from L-III reservoir are completed with
commingled flow for economic reasons. Apart from intrinsic
porosity and permeability  heterogeneity, the layers are also
subjected to non-uniform drive mechanisms .Consequently,
the individual layers  of the reservoir have experienced
differential pressure  depletion. Application of  pattern water
flooding in layers of highly contrasting permeabilities has
also contributed to difference in layer pressure.

Reservoir pressure is a vital parameter required for
optimizing production Further,this data can also be effectively
deployed  for designing /modifying  water flooding schemes.
Step Rate Test (SRT) is a test for determining layerwise
pressure  using conventional PLT sensors in which  Flowing
Bottom Hole Pressure (FBHP) is measured  with varying choke
sizes

Step Rate Test (SRT) has been recently carried out in
an injector of Mumbai High South. Recorded data has been
processed using BORFLOW software  for obtaining layerwise
flowing pressure as well as layerwise injectivity index which
in turn  has helped in understanding the  flow behaviour of
the  perforated layers.

SRT-THEORITICAL BACKGROUND

The flow of a relatively incompressible fluid from the
reservoir to a well may be described  by the following pseudo-
state solution of the radial diffusivity equation:
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the Average Reservoir Pressure.

This is the essence of SRT technique for
determination of zone pressure. Each of the completed layers
may be described by independent equation systems and their
pressure derived from SRT plot. This technique is also
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applicable in cases of varying   skin  and in cases where flow
is turbulent. However, in such  cases  straight line approximation
will no longer be valid.

Further, rearrangement of terms in  the above equation
leads to the following expression for (Productivity/Injectivity)
index:

 Injectivity/Productivity Index
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Based on the above equation , the slope of the line
may be used to determine the Productivity/ Injectivity index
of each of the active layers.

STEP RATE TEST (SRT)

An injector of Mumbai High South completed in A2-
VI, A2-VII & B layers was selected  as a candidate for
conducting Step Rate Test (SRT). Various choke sizes were
deployed to obtain 750,1000,1250 &1500 psi injection tubing
head pressures. Corresponding to  above-mentioned  injection
pressures, downhole flowrates and Flowing Bottom Hole
Pressure (FBHP) were measured using conventional CPLT
sensors comprising Full Bore Spinner (6"cage, 5’’ blade),
temperature, pressure, gamma-ray . Up & down passes with
cable speeds of 15, 30, 45, 60 & 75 Feet/minute were recorded
at  500,750,1000, 1250  & 1500 psi. injection  tubing head
pressure. Besides, flowing and 48-hour shut in stations were
also recorded at various depths covering all the perforated
intervals.

After  every change of bean size, a minimum of 18-20
hours of time was allowed for stabilization of the well, before
starting CPLT recording. Water injection in nearby wells was
suspended during SRT data recording to  avoid interference
with the survey.

Acquired data was processed using BORFLOW
software. All up and down  passes at various injection
pressures were fed into BORFLOW to obtain  layerwise
downhole injection rates. The bottom- hole pressure
corresponding to each choke size as well as for shut-in
conditions has been determined at a depth of 1853.0 m in MD.
Layerwise injection rates thus obtained were used to  determine
individual layer pressure/potential. Only up passes have been
considered for computing injection flowrates, as spinner
behaviour in  down passes (in the direction of water injection)
is found to be erratic.

DETERMINATION  OF LAYER-WISE WATER INTAKE,
PRESSURE & INJECTIVITY INDEX.

CPLT derived  downhole flowrates for varying
injection pressures are presented in Table-1, wherein  it is
inferred that in all  cases of varying ITHP, layer A2-VI is taking
in the range of  80-90 %,  A2-VII in the range of 6-12 % and B
in the range of 4-11% of total injected water  and the same is
also depicted in the last track of Figures 1-4  under the Fluid
Vol. heading where total water intake is shown in terms of

Table-1 . Borflow Derived Layerwise Injection Flowrates

THP(PSI) 750 1000 1250 1500 1833
(48-Hour
Shut-in)

A2-VI -4962.0 -5532.3 -5840.1 -6232.8 -870
A2-VII -332.0 -535.33 -703.15 -850.0 -
B -211.18 -500.1 -642.3 -800.1 870
Total Injec- -5504.4 -6567.9 -7185.3 -7884.7 -
tion (BWPD)

Figure 1
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BWPD. Further, in the Fluid Velocity track , fluid velocity is
varying from 100-150 feet/min. above layer A2-VI, 10-30 feet/
min above A2-VII layer and 3-15 feet/min above B layer

Cross- flow of water  from layer B to layer A2-VI  is
observed during all shut-in periods-0,1,2,4,6 and even in 48
hours.  However, the quantity goes on decreasing with time,
in 0 hours it is about 3500 bpd, it decreases to about  870 bpd
in 48-hour  shut-in conditions, the same is shown in Fig.5.

Zonewise flowrates at different ITHP was used to
determine  corresponding layer pressures and the results are
presented in Figures 6-8. Each figure depicts a straight line
relationship of FBHP versus corresponding  downhole
flowrates and the point where the  line cuts zero flowrate line
gives the pressure of that layer. Equation of  observed straight
line is also  shown in the figure, where the  intercept value
gives the layer pressure and inverse of the slope gives the
Injectivity Index  of that particular layer.

Application of Step Rate Test (SRT)

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 5
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Figure 5

Figure6 : Step Rate Test Layer A2-VI

Figure 7 : Step Rate Test Layer A2-VII

Figure 8 : Step Rate Test Layer B

RESULTS

The following  parameters have been estimated from
SRT analysis :

LAYER PRESSURE    INJECTIVITY
     (PSI) INDEX (BPD/PSI)

A2-VI 1785.3 19.342
A2-VII 1979.0 6.211
B 1983.8 5.889

CONCLUSION

The following conclusion is drawn from the analysis
of SRT data :

! In relative terms, layer A2-VI  has the lowest  pressure
while layer B has the highest pressure, layer A2-VII  has
intermediate pressure very close to layer B and that cross
flow of water is observed in all shut-in conditions from B
layer to A2-VI layer further validates this fact.

! Layer A2-VI  has a high injectivity index while Layers
A2-VII and B have low injectivity  indices.
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! SRT results quite clearly bring out the contrasting
pressure and injectivity indices characteristics of layers
A2-VI, A2-VII  and B
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